Thin Air Literary Magazine

Contact information:
Jason Slater, Editor At-Large
Thin Air Magazine
Bldg. 18, Rm. 133
English Department
Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, AZ 86011
928-523-6743
(928) 699-9097
Jason.B.Slater@nau.edu

Type of Internship Offered
Unpaid

Number hours of work/week:
2-10

Total Number of weeks (an academic semester is 16 weeks long):
16 weeks (Fall 2012)

Special skills required:
- Basic web design (template or html)
- Video and podcast production
- Web store and e-book development

Duties and Responsibilities:

The intern will work closely with the Editor At-Large to develop a sustainable website design where content can be more readily manipulated. The magazine is especially interested in the possibility of developing online content or e-books that can be sold in an associated web store. The intern will assist in researching viable options and developing cost effective solutions for the magazine to widen its distribution potential. The intern will assist with recording video and audio content of readings and special events to create a more distinctive online presence and be responsible for the online distribution of the content.

Students must have a minimum of a 2.5 gpa (on a 4.0 scale) and be seniors in order to qualify for School of Communication credit.